Valdina Collection

FEATURED
Valdina Multiple – Short Back Flex (custom),
Valdina Multiple – Tall Back Flex (custom),
shown with Brianza table

Valdina

Valdina
D E S I G N E D F O R H E A LT H C A R E
The Valdina was designed for use throughout any hospital. The chair frames look like wood,
but are actually made from a ground-breaking, solid surface (⅛” thick), high-impact-resistant
polymer which means they don’t have any of the drawbacks of wood. The frames are moisture
impervious and can be cleaned for at least 10 years using any of the EPA-registered
disinfectants approved for use against viruses and other pathogens (even undiluted bleach),
without diminishing the chair surface’s integrity or appearance.

B U I LT F O R C L E A N A B I L I T Y
On the patient’s road to recovery and sustained good health, cleanliness is critical. Combining
appropriate furniture materials with the correct cleaning products can help maintain cleaner
surfaces and may control the spread of infection. The Valdina is built to promote a cleaner
surface environment, with a non-porous frame that does not support microbial growth. The
chair can also withstand the harshest daily cleaning regimens, including undiluted bleach,
without degrading its finish and appearance. Kwalu’s Valdina is a piece in the puzzle that
contributes to the goal of eliminating deadly pathogens before they can come into contact with
healthcare workers, patients and guests.

LEVEL®,
BIFMA‘s Sustainability
Certification Program
for Furniture

Vizient Innovative Technology
Designated Product

SCS Indoor
Advantage Gold –
Furniture

Nightingale Innovation Award

Easy to Clean

10 Year Warranty

Kwalu’s GetWell Patient Room
was awarded a Nightingale
Innovation Award for
Surfacing Materials.

Clorox Healthcare® and Kwalu
are partnering to promote cleaner
surfaces. Kwalu chairs have no topical
coatings, so sanitizing solutions
commonly used in healthcare
environments can be used –
including 100% bleach – without
degrading the finish.

We offer a 10 Year Performance
Warranty on both construction
and finish, so the product is
guaranteed to stay looking like
new for 10 years.

FEATURED (on cover)
Valdina Bariatric – 46W Short Back, Valdina Multiple – Short Back, Valdina Multiple – Tall Back, shown with Brianza Table

Valdina Short Back – Fixed

The Valdina Short Back – Fixed is thoughtfully designed, featuring clean
lines, a spacious removable seat and an angled fully upholstered back. The
chair back extends to the seat rail and the cleanout is incorporated behind the
seat cushion providing a clean, functional look. This is exactly the type of
comfortable seating required in a reception area, lobby or waiting room.
Optional center linking tables and corner linking tables with a leg support may
be added to the Valdina Fixed chairs.

28” WIDE

24” WIDE

Valdina Short Back – Fixed
Features

Wallsaver

Durable Finish

Steel Reinforced

Wallsaver back legs help
keep walls in pristine
condition.

Kwalu’s solid surface (1/8”
thick) proprietary finish
doesn’t have any of the
drawbacks of wood.
The frames are moisture
impervious, graffiti-resistant,
easy to clean and
maintenance-free.

Our patented steelreinforced joint system
uses over 20 pieces of
steel in most Kwalu chairs.
Stop ongoing and costly
furniture replacement.

Brake Under Load Casters

Optional Tall Back Cushion

Optional Linking Tables

Optional Brake Under
Load Casters lock when a
person sits on the chair, and
unlocks when they’re not for
easy movement of the chair.

For increased comfort
and support in waiting or
reception areas, choose the
optional tall back cushion.

Optional Center and Corner
Linking tables are available
to provide stationary space
between the chairs and fit
your space.

Seat Cushion is
Field Replaceable
The seat cushion can be
replaced in the field.

Statement of Line

VLDFIXG11

VLDFIXG12

24 W

28 W

27 D

27 D

35 H

35 H

Visible Cleanout
Cleanout is incorporated
behind seat cushion to
prevent buildup of debris
while providing a clean look.

Valdina Bariatric

Kwalu’s Valdina Bariatric chair redefines
comfort and style for every lounge, lobby
or waiting room guest. Built for maximum
stability and strength, utilizing our steel
reinforced joint system, this thoughtfully
designed

chair

accommodates

generous

proportions and is available in two back
heights. The chair back extends to the seat rail
and the cleanout is incorporated behind the
seat cushion providing a clean, functional look.

34W SHORT BACK

4 6 W TA L L B AC K

Valdina Bariatric
Features

Wallsaver

Weight Capacity

Visible Cleanout

Wallsaver back legs help
keep walls in pristine
condition.

Valdina Bariatric chairs are
rated to 500 lbs weight
capacity for 34W chairs and
525 lbs weight capacity for
46W chairs.

Cleanout is incorporated
behind seat cushion to
prevent buildup of debris
while providing a clean look.

Seat Cushion is
Field Replaceable
The seat cushion can be
replaced in the field.

Optional Linking Tables
Optional Center and Corner
Linking tables are available
to provide stationary space
between the chairs and fit
your space.

Statement of Line

VLDFIXB34G

VLDFIXB34P

VLDFIXB46G

34 W

34 W

46 W

VLDFIXB46P
46 W

27 D

27 D

27.5 D

27.5 D

35 H

43 H

35 H

43 H

The solid surface ⅛″ thick finish of the chair is indestructible,
and is backed by the industry’s only 10 year warranty on finish.

This chair will continue to look like new, 24/7.

FEATURED
Valdina Bariatric – 34W Tall Back,
Valdina Multiple – Tall Back,
Valdina Tall Back – Fixed

Photo © Attic Fire Photography

Valdina Multiple

The Valdina Multiple, like all Kwalu group seating options, make it possible
for friends and family to sit together comfortably in lobbies, lounges and
reception areas or in emergency waiting rooms. Extremely versatile, this
seating option allows for various configurations of two or three seats
combining guest or bariatric sizes. The chair has two back styles – tall and
short. Linking tables may be added and are optional.

2 - S E AT E R S H O R T B AC K

3 - S E AT E R TA L L B AC K

Valdina Linking Tables
Valdina Linking Tables make it possible to ‘link’ the versatile Valdina Fixed chairs and the chairs in the Valdina
Multiple collection in a lobby or waiting room setting so families can sit together comfortably. The corner linking
table is equipped with a center leg support. Center linking tables can be mounted between two Valdina Guest
chairs. Steel mounting brackets are available to attach the table to the frame of the chairs.

C O R N E R L I N K I N G TA B L E

C E N T E R L I N K I N G TA B L E

Valdina Multiple
Features

Wallsaver

Steel Reinforced

Number of Seats

Back Style

Visible Cleanout

Wallsaver back legs help
keep walls in pristine
condition.

Our patented steelreinforced joint system
uses over 20 pieces of
steel in most Kwalu chairs.
Stop ongoing and costly
furniture replacement.

Choose from 2 seat styles –
2-seater and 3-seater.

Choose from 2 back styles –
Short Back or Tall Back.

Cleanout is incorporated
behind seat cushion to
prevent buildup of debris
while providing a clean look.

Seat Cushion is
Field Replaceable
The seat cushion can be
replaced in the field.

Optional Linking Tables

Durable FInish

Optional Center and Corner
Linking tables are available
to provide stationary space
between the chairs and fit
your space.

Kwalu’s proprietary finish
doesn’t have any of the
drawbacks of wood.
The finish is moisture
impervious, easy to clean
and maintenance-free.
(Linking Tables)

Statement of Line
Visit kwalu.com for more configurations

L I N K I N G TA B L E S

VLDFIXMTGG

VLDFIXMTGGG

VLDFIXMTPP

VLDFIXMTPPP

VDNTBLA

46 W

68 W

46 W

68 W

31.75 W

VDNTBLB
24 W

27 D

27 D

27 D

27 D

31.75 D

19.75 D

35 H

35 H

43 H

43 H

14 H

1.5 H

Valdina Tall Back – Fixed

The Valdina Tall Back – Fixed is thoughtfully designed, featuring clean lines,
a spacious removable seat and an angled fully upholstered back. The chair
back extends to the seat rail and the cleanout is incorporated behind the
seat cushion providing a clean, functional look. The seam at the top of
the back creates a faux pillow adding support to the neck and head. Wall
saver back legs insure the walls remain in pristine condition. Optional
center linking tables and corner linking tables with a leg support may be
added to the Valdina Fixed chairs.

24” WIDE

28” WIDE

Valdina Tall Back – Fixed
Features

Wallsaver

Durable Finish

Steel Reinforced

Wallsaver back legs help
keep walls in pristine
condition.

Kwalu’s solid surface (1/8”
thick) proprietary finish
doesn’t have any of the
drawbacks of wood.
The frames are moisture
impervious, graffiti-resistant,
easy to clean and
maintenance-free.

Our patented steelreinforced joint system
uses over 20 pieces of
steel in most Kwalu chairs.
Stop ongoing and costly
furniture replacement.

Visible Cleanout

Seat Cushion is
Field Replaceable

Brake Under Load Casters

Cleanout is incorporated
behind seat cushion to
prevent buildup of debris
while providing a clean look.

The seat cushion can be
replaced in the field.

Optional Brake Under
Load Casters lock when a
person sits on the chair, and
unlocks when they’re not for
easy movement of the chair.

Statement of Line

VLDFIXP11

VLDFIXP12

24 W

28 W

27 D

27 D

43 H

43 H

Valdina Easy Access

Anyone who has experienced hip replacement surgery understands the
importance of a chair that takes the guess work out of the simple act of
sitting down. Kwalu’s Valdina Easy Access Chair does not disappoint when it
comes to providing pain-free, secure and comfortable seating. The higher
seat is designed to enable sitting without bending at the hip and the solid,
upright back provides unmatched ergonomic support. Side, back and front
stretchers add to the stability of this chair. Non-skid glides are on all legs;
adjustable on the front. An easy to use foot rest is attached to the top of the
front stretcher. While there is nothing simple about hip replacement surgery
the simple act of taking a seat in the Valdina Easy Access Chair is.

Valdina Easy Access
Features

Wallsaver

Seat Height

Easy to Use Footrest

Wallsaver back legs help
keep walls in pristine
condition.

Higher seat height designed
to enable sitting without
bending at the hip.

An easy to use footrest is
attached to the top of the
front stretcher.

Non-Skid Glides

Visible Cleanout

Adjustable non-skid glides
are on all legs.

Cleanout is incorporated
behind seat cushion to
prevent buildup of debris
while providing a clean look.

Seat Cushion is
Field Replaceable

Statement of Line

VLDFIXEA111
24 W
28.25 D
41.5 H

The seat cushion can be
replaced in the field.

Valdina Flex Chair

Key to Kwalu’s Valdina Flex Chair design is the flex frame which connects
from its seat to the back, enabling a modest amount of flexibility in this short
or tall backed chair. The slight movement in the back soothes and adds
comfort during long waiting periods. The seat, arms and legs remain
stationary providing ergonomic support as the user changes position while
angled, contemporary arms facilitate ingress and egress. This chair has two
back styles, tall and short. Wall saver back legs ensure the walls remain in
pristine condition.
The Valdina Flex – Short Back Armless is a thoughtfully designed chair which
features an upholstered back and seat. It has a flex frame which connects
from its seat to the back, enabling a modest amount of flexibility in this short
backed chair. Wall saver back legs ensure the walls remain in pristine condition.

SHORT BACK

TA L L B AC K

SHORT BACK ARMLESS

Valdina Flex Chair
Features

Flex Back

Wallsaver

Steel Reinforced

Durable Finish

Visible Cleanout

Frame enables a modest
amount of flexibility in the
back only; seat, arms and
legs remain stationary.

Wallsaver back legs help
keep walls in pristine
condition.

Our patented steelreinforced joint system
uses over 20 pieces of
steel in most Kwalu chairs.
Stop ongoing and costly
furniture replacement.

Kwalu’s solid surface (1/8”
thick) proprietary finish
doesn’t have any of the
drawbacks of wood.
The frames are moisture
impervious, graffiti-resistant,
easy to clean and
maintenance-free.

Cleanout prevents buildup
of debris and provides for
easy maintenance.

Back and Seat Cushions
are Field Replaceable

Optional Tall Back Cushion

Optional Linking Tables

Brake Under Load Casters

10 Year Warranty

For increased comfort
and support in waiting or
reception areas, choose the
optional tall back cushion.
(Not available on Armless)

Optional Center and Corner
Linking tables are available
to provide stationary space
between the chairs and fit
your space.
(Not available on Armless)

Optional Brake Under
Load Casters lock when a
person sits on the chair, and
unlocks when they’re not for
easy movement of the chair.
(Not available on Armless)

We offer a 10 Year
Performance Warranty
on both construction and
finish, so the product is
guaranteed to stay looking
like new for 10 years.

Both the back cushion and
the seat cushion can be
replaced in the field.

Statement of Line

VDNF11

VDNF12

VDNFNA21G

24 W

24 W

21.75 W

27 D

27 D

27 D

35 H

43 H

35 H

Valdina Lounge

The Valdina Lounge is everything you want in a waiting zone. Comfort in
the thickly cushioned seat, a sculpted back that supports good posture and
bleach-cleanable Kwalu classic material arms and tapered legs. The boxcar
seat styling of this lounge chair gives its back the appearance of floating in air,
creating a visible cleanout for easy maintenance. You will gravitate to the oasis
that is the Valdina Lounge.

Valdina Lounge
Features

Durable Finish

Steel Reinforced

Visible Cleanout

Kwalu’s solid surface (1/8”
thick) proprietary finish
doesn’t have any of the
drawbacks of wood.
The frames are moisture
impervious, graffiti-resistant,
easy to clean and
maintenance-free.

Our patented steelreinforced joint system
uses over 20 pieces of
steel in most Kwalu chairs.
Stop ongoing and costly
furniture replacement.

Cleanout prevents buildup
of debris and provides for
easy maintenance.

Statement of Line

VLDLN11
26 W
26 D
35 H

Kwalu’s beautifully designed furniture
is made of a high-impact-resilient polymer that
looks like wood but has none of its drawbacks.
Finishes won’t split, chip or swell even after
years of harsh cleaning.

FEATURED
Valdina Short Back – Fixed, Valdina Bariatric – 34W Short Back, shown with Belfiore Side Table

Atlanta Showroom
6160 Peachtree Dunwoody Rd.
Bldg. C
Atlanta, GA 30328

Chicago Showroom
222 Merchandise Mart Plaza
11th Floor, Suite 1199
Chicago, IL 60654

By appointment only

By appointment only

kwalu.com 1-877 MY KWALU
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